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Abstract
Machine translation (MT) models used in in-
dustries with constantly changing topics, such
as translation or news agencies, need to adapt
to new data to maintain their performance over
time. Our aim is to teach a pre-trained MT
model to translate previously unseen words ac-
curately, based on very few examples. We
propose (i) an experimental setup allowing
us to simulate novel vocabulary appearing in
human-submitted translations, and (ii) corre-
sponding evaluation metrics to compare our
approaches. We extend a data augmentation
approach using a pre-trained language model
to create training examples with similar con-
texts for novel words. We compare different
fine-tuning and data augmentation approaches
and show that adaptation on the scale of one to
five examples is possible. Combining data aug-
mentation with randomly selected training sen-
tences leads to the highest BLEU score and ac-
curacy improvements. Impressively, with only
1 to 5 examples, our model reports better ac-
curacy scores than a reference system trained
with on average 313 parallel examples.

1 Introduction

News agencies dealing with articles in multiple
languages often rely on machine translation (MT)
to provide an initial translation, which a journal-
ist reworks into a final article. This can involve
changing the structure or phrasing, but also cor-
recting (or post-editing) mistranslated words or ex-
pressions, which can frequently occur when new
topics emerge, bringing new vocabulary that has
been rarely or never seen in the data used for train-
ing. The willingness of a journalist to use MT
technology is dependent on the general quality of
the models, but also on whether they can learn from
the journalist’s corrections, to avoid them having
to correct the same errors time and time again.

∗Work done at University of Edinburgh

Various strategies have been explored to learn
from a journalist’s post-edits. One option is to use
an automatic post-editing (APE) model trained on
the journalist’s post-edits. However, state-of-the-
art APE systems (Junczys-Dowmunt and Grund-
kiewicz, 2017) typically require large numbers of
post-edits for training, which are rarely available
or hard to generate (particularly for low-resource
languages). An alternative, commonly used strat-
egy is to fine-tune models to in-domain data, but
this is prone to overfitting (Miceli Barone et al.,
2017). More advanced ways of continually learn-
ing through fine-tuning have been explored, select-
ing similar training instances based on their similar-
ity with test sentences (Li et al., 2018; Turchi et al.,
2017). These methods achieve good results accord-
ing to automatic MT metrics but can also overfit
when training is continued. So far there has been
little focus on the speed of adaptation required—so
as to minimize the number of human interventions
required—and the trade-off between successfully
adapting to specific new post-edits and maintaining
a good global translation quality.

In this article, we aim to explore in more depth
this trade-off between overall translation quality
and the ability of the MT model to learn specific
novel words in the context of life-long learning of
MT from journalistic post-edits. We explore the
setup in a simulated few-shot learning scenario,
whereby we track the translation performance on
specific test words that are removed from the train-
ing data and are gradually re-introduced through
fine-tuning. To improve the model’s capacity to
learn these new examples, we explore an approach
similar to Turchi et al. (2017) and inspired by a
contextual data augmentation technique used for
rare word translation (Fadaee et al., 2017) to reduce
the number of corrections that need to be seen.

We show in our experiments on the Gujarati-
English language pair that it is not only possible
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to surpass the accuracy of our baseline fine-tuning
approach, but also of a reference model which has
already seen the new words dozens to hundreds
of times during training. However we find that
in most cases adaptation to new words comes at
a variable cost in BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002),
due to overfitting to the new examples. We show
that this cost can be kept at a minimum by padding
our data-augmentation approach with randomly se-
lected sentences from our training set. The appro-
priate choice of hyper-parameters is also important
for final performance.

Our code is freely available online.1

2 Related work

The topic of few-shot learning from post-edits is
relatively novel, and we were therefore left with
few comparison points. A somewhat similar task
that requires quick adaptation is low-resource MT,
for which transfer learning (Zoph et al., 2016) and
meta-learning (Gu et al., 2018) approaches exist.
These techniques generally apply for adaptation
from hundreds of thousands of sentences, rather
than a dozen available in our scenario; this is be-
cause we aim to learn individual new words rather
than a whole language or domain.

A widespread technique in the MT literature to
adapt a model to new data is fine-tuning, often
used for domain adaptation. Turchi et al. (2017)
and Li et al. (2018) explore the use of a similarity
search in the training corpus in order to fine-tune
an MT model before translating a novel sentence
or to gradually adapt a model to post-edits. This
approach does not apply to our scenario, where
new words appear and therefore a similarity search
cannot yield sentences containing these new words.
Our baseline approach (which we call finetune)
is present in these works, known as adaptation a
posteriori in (Turchi et al., 2017) and also appears
as single-sentence adaptation in (Kothur et al.,
2018). A challenge these works report with fine-
tuning is overfitting, which we encounter system-
atically when evaluating our various techniques.
Works on fine-tuning also explore several regular-
ization techniques (Simianer et al., 2019) when
adapting to new data, which we choose to leave out
of our comparison due to added hyper-parameter
choices and complexity of implementation in our
experiments – we do however believe that future

1https://gitlab.com/farid-fari/
fewshot-learning

work implementing these techniques could poten-
tially outperform ours.

Fadaee et al. (2017); Kobayashi (2018); Wu et al.
(2019) and Gao et al. (2019) explore a similar
contextual data augmentation technique, albeit in
different scenarios and with different goals. This
technique synthesizes new sentences by using sen-
tences from the training set and substituting differ-
ent words into them. In (Fadaee et al., 2017) the
goal is to enhance overall translation performance
by focusing on words that appear rarely in the train-
ing data, but in our case we are training our system
to learn new words which were not in the training
set at all, based simply on a ground-truth transla-
tion of this new word by a human. Moreover, our
technique uses more recent tools and techniques
such as the BERT contextual language model (De-
vlin et al., 2019). Kobayashi (2018) and Wu et al.
(2019) also use BERT for contextual data augmen-
tation, but with a goal of improving language model
tasks such as sentiment analysis. The constraints
for this task are very different; rather than having
to produce a translation for augmented data, these
approaches have to maintain the sentiment label of
the sentences. Gao et al. (2019) work in a similar
context to us, but focus on overall translation perfor-
mance rather than learning new words, and apply
contextual data augmentation during the training
step, thus removing the challenge of adapting to
new data as it becomes available.

Similar to us, Huck et al. (2019) focus on im-
proving the MT of words which are unseen in the
training set. They use bilingual lexicons to hypoth-
esize translations for their unseen terms. They find
these translations in monolingual target side data
and backtranslate them inserting the unseen term.
They show that this improves translation perfor-
mance in the medical domain. However they do
not analyze the accuracy of translation of the novel
terms, or explore how fast you can learn from very
few examples.

3 Lifelong learning from post-edits

MT models are inevitably adapted towards the top-
ics and vocabulary from the time period associated
with their training data. In the long term, they there-
fore struggle to correctly translate novel words and
expressions associated with new topics, unless they
can be adapted to them. This is particularly a prob-
lem in journalism, where current topics and names
are constantly changing. A prime example is the

https://gitlab.com/farid-fari/fewshot-learning
https://gitlab.com/farid-fari/fewshot-learning
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recent COVID-19 pandemic: prior to January 2020,
newspapers would contain little to no mention of
the words coronavirus, respirators, PPE masks and
hydroxychloroquine. On top of these topic-specific
words, there may also be novel but very frequent
expressions that are initially hard to translate, such
as flattening the curve and social distancing, which
are likely to be poorly translated and therefore need
to be subsequently corrected by the journalist.

We are interested in developing approaches to
quickly learn from journalistic post-edits in a way
that maintains the general high translation quality
of the model. In order to analyze and objectively
evaluate our different approaches, we simulate this
scenario in a reproducible way by using a pub-
licly available corpus in which we select the rarest
words and separate out all sentences containing
them: these words will be our evaluation words.
These words must appear at least a few times in the
test set as well in order to enable proper evaluation
of adaptation using our approaches. The sentences
separated from the training set containing our eval-
uation words will be used to simulate reference
sentences submitted by a journalist for our models
to use for adaptation. Finally, the training set with
the evaluation words removed will be our filtered
training set, used for initial training of our model.

Our test set is also made up of publicly available
data sets whose sentences also contain the evalu-
ation words we selected. This setup prohibits the
use of a development set and a test set due to the
dependency of the rare words on the test set: they
must appear a minimum number of times in the test
set to have a way of evaluating our approaches. In
turn, the choice of rare words changes the training
set and therefore the models we train. We are there-
fore in a transductive learning scenario, where our
method is adapted to the task we aim to solve.

We also use as a reference point a model which
has been trained on the complete (unfiltered) train-
ing set, which is a very strong comparison point
since it has seen many more occurrences of the rare
words we selected than our few-shot models.

4 Our approaches

We propose and evaluate four approaches: fine-
tune (our baseline), randompad, augmented
and half. The first two approaches only involve
fine-tuning whereas the latter two include contex-
tual data augmentation. Each approach works from
a given number of reference sentence pairs con-

taining our evaluation words, acting as human-
provided references. In our experimental setup,
these sentences are chosen randomly among the
held-out sentences from the filtered training set.

4.1 Baseline: fine-tuning

Our first approach, which is also our baseline, is
naive fine-tuning referred to as adaptation a poste-
riori in (Turchi et al., 2017), and which we refer to
as finetune. When presented with a set of refer-
ence sentence pairs to adapt to, our model is trained
from its previous state for a few epochs using the
sentence pairs. This approach is especially prone
to overfitting as it will see very few sentences, and
they all contain a potentially repetitive set of words.
To minimize this effect, we choose to fine-tune on
a batch of several reference sentence pairs rather
than individually for each evaluation word, so as to
diversify the data fed to the model.

4.2 Padded fine-tuning

The second approach, randompad, attempts to
minimize the overfitting from finetune by intro-
ducing variety and generality to the fine-tuning set.
This is done by adding randomly chosen sentences
from the filtered training set to the reference sen-
tences, which is known as padding. These random
sentences do not contain the evaluation words and
so encourage generalization during fine-tuning.

4.3 Contextual data augmentation

The aim of this approach, similar to the one used
by Fadaee et al. (2017) and which we refer to as
augmented, is to use the reference sentences pro-
vided by the journalist to create additional novel
sentences containing the evaluation words. If suc-
cessful, this approach simulates the presence of
more reference sentences containing the new words,
which accelerates learning, effectively reducing the
number of corrections required from the human
translator or journalist. More formally, given a
reference sentence pair (ssrc, stgt) containing an un-
seen word w ∈ stgt, the goal is to generate new
sentence pairs containing w in the target language,
varied enough to be beneficial in fine-tuning.

Our data augmentation process has 2 steps:
(i) for each reference sentence pair provided by
the journalist containing a word of interest w, find
sentences from the training corpus with similar con-
texts to the one surrounding w, and then (ii) insert
w and its translation into the retrieved sentences.
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Cette centrale nucléaire menace d'exploser à tout moment !

This nuclear power plant could explode at any time!

Une centrale charbon produit une électricité carbonée.

A coal power plant produces carbon-intensive power.

user

=> s1 =

training
set

=> s2 = alignments

A coal power plant produces
carbon-intensive power.

s3 =

Une centrale nucléaire produit
une électricité carbonée.

A nuclear power plant produces
carbon-intensive power.

training
set

=> top matches =
    by context

That's a solar-powered ship.

They have called for subsidies
for cleaner electricity.

He's drinking apple juice.Sweden largely relies on
hydroelectric power.

augmented
data

...

This ____ power plant
could explode at any time!

masked
context=>

They threatened to drop a
thermonuclear bomb.

Figure 1: Contextual data augmentation applied to an example sentence

We illustrate this process in Figure 1, using the
French-English language pair to aid readability:
the sentence pair s1 containing the new word nu-
clear is provided to our system by the journalist or
translator. We first find sentences in the training
set that contain a word (in bold) with a similar con-
text to that of w in stgt. In each of these sentences,
the word in bold could be replaced by nuclear, al-
though there are sometimes false positives such
as the last sentence: He’s drinking nuclear juice,
would not be a good reference sentence for train-
ing. Next, we use an alignment tool to replace the
aligned source word (e.g. charbon) in the selected
sentence pair s2 with the word nucléaire, providing
a brand new sentence pair s3 for the reference word
nucléaire-nuclear.

Finding similar contexts The first step is to find
suitable sentences in which we can substitute w
and its translation. As in (Wu et al., 2019), we use
the BERT contextual language model (Devlin et al.,
2019) to provide a contextual representation of w
in stgt, noted v. This feature vector is taken from
the second-to-last layer of BERT (usually used to
compute vocabulary probabilities through a soft-
max layer). Given the masked and bidirectional
nature of BERT, this contextual representation con-
tains information about the context surrounding
w in stgt, with no prior knowledge of w required
by BERT. The advantage of this approach is that
truly novel words can be data-augmented using this
technique with any pre-trained BERT model.

The context search consists in (i) extracting the
feature vector v for w in stgt, (ii) for each sentence
in the filtered training set, randomly selecting a
word u in it and computing the corresponding fea-
ture vector2 and (iii) selecting the top k sentences

2Comparing all positions in all sentences would lead to the

based on the cosine similarity of these feature vec-
tors with v.

This is shown in Figure 1 where 6 sentences have
been selected based on their feature vector similar-
ity to s1. These sentences are selected because the
context surrounding the random word chosen in
each of them is similar to the context surrounding
w in s1, which generally means the bold words
loosely correspond to adjectives describing power
plants. Using a masked model means that knowl-
edge of the meaning of w is not required, but only
an understanding of the context in stgt. An addi-
tional real use example is provided in Appendix B.

This process significantly differs from Fadaee
et al. (2017), which iterates over the training set
to find sentences for which the language model
gives a high probability of the rare words appear-
ing. Moreover, by using feature vectors rather than
raw probability distributions (as in previous works),
we capture richer information about the surround-
ing sentence than only which words are likely to
replace w.

Creation of new training examples The second
step is to substitute the randomly masked word
u—which is coal in our example—in the retained
sentence pair s2 with w in the target language and
its translation in the source language. In the target
language, we simply replace u by w, but the task
is harder in the source language since we have no
prior information as to which word translates to u,
or which word translates to w to replace it with. In
our scenario, we assume that the translation in the
source language of w, noted w′, is known to us – for

best results, but is inefficient. With sufficient training exam-
ples (as is the case here), randomly choosing a single position
in each sentence avoids having to to do all computations and
still provides varied contexts that can be tested.
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example, a human translator providing (ssrc, stgt)
could identify w′ in ssrc. Having no human transla-
tor for our experiments, we train an alignment tool
on the complete unfiltered training set and use it to
select the words most often aligned to each w from
our evaluation words. A different approach could
be used in future work, by training the alignment
tool on the filtered training set and then re-training
it on reference sentences as they are provided, re-
moving the need for human intervention or prior
knowledge of w. Note that all alignment steps rely
on automatic tools which can introduce some noise
in the process. However, we observed satisfactory
results, and this allows for the entire process to be
automated.

Once the translation w′ for w is established, we
have to determine which word or words in the
source sentence must be replaced by w′. This is
done by using an alignment tool trained only on
the filtered training set, to compute the aligned
word to u. The word aligned to u is replaced by
w′; if multiple consecutive words are aligned to u
they are all replaced with w′, and if no words or
non-consecutive words are aligned to u then the
sentence is discarded. This is illustrated in Figure 1,
where coal is successfully aligned to charbon, al-
lowing us to replace it with nucléaire.

The final result in the example is s3, a sentence
pair which makes sense and will be useful for the
translation of nucléaire to nuclear. The sentences
generated by this method will at the very least con-
tain w′ and w in roughly aligned source and target
positions and the best sentences will have the same
quality as human-provided references.

4.4 Padded data augmentation

The augmented approach does not benefit from
the added generality of the randompad approach;
it could suffer from overfitting due to the repetition
of our evaluation words (and their semantic fields)
in the fine-tuning sentences. This is addressed by
the half approach, designed to overcome poten-
tial overfitting in the augmented approach. This
approach uses half of the synthesized sentences
from augmented and replaces the other half with
random sentences from the filtered training set.
This provides more sentences containing our rare
words through augmentation but also more general-
ity from the random sentences, aiming to combine
the strengths of both approaches.

5 Experiments

5.1 Experimental setup
We use the low-resource Gujarati to English lan-
guage direction. Our base model is the same as
the University of Edinburgh’s submission to WMT
2019 (Bawden et al., 2019), except that its training
set is filtered to remove sentences containing words
previously selected for evaluation. The model is
a base transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017)
with 6 encoder and decoder layers, feed-forward
dimension 512, 8 transformer heads, and dropout
of 0.1. We train using the Marian toolkit (Junczys-
Dowmunt et al., 2018) and the Adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2015).3 The complete training
script with additional parameters can be found
on the webpage for the University of Edinburgh’s
WMT19 submission.4 We use an identical version
of this model trained on the full, unfiltered training
set as a reference point called all-data.

The main preprocessing, data augmenta-
tion and training scripts are freely avail-
able online: https://gitlab.com/farid-fari/

fewshot-learning.
We use the pre-trained BERT model from

Huggingface (Wolf et al., 2020): the bert-
large-uncased-whole-word-masking
variant, which has the benefit for our use case of
masking whole words rather than subwords.

5.2 Data and preprocessing
Our training data consists of both genuine Gujarati-
English parallel data and backtranslations from
the WMT19 news translation task (Barrault et al.,
2019). The backtranslations are produced as de-
scribed by Bawden et al. (2019) and we follow
their method of first training on a mixture of back-
translations and parallel data before fine-tuning on
the genuine parallel data only. As mentioned pre-
viously, we filter out English words selected for
evaluation from both the synthetic and genuine par-
allel data. However, only the genuine parallel data
is used to select augmentation candidates to ensure
their high quality. For testing, we use the concate-
nation of newstest2019 and newsdev2019.

Preprocessing All data augmentation was run
after tokenization but before subword segmenta-
tion to keep a consistent notion of a ‘word’. We

3We experimented with SGD but observed no significant
differences with Adam.

4http://data.statmt.org/wmt19_systems/
en-gu/train.sh

https://gitlab.com/farid-fari/fewshot-learning
https://gitlab.com/farid-fari/fewshot-learning
http://data.statmt.org/wmt19_systems/en-gu/train.sh
http://data.statmt.org/wmt19_systems/en-gu/train.sh
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first apply tokenization using the Moses tokenizer
(Koehn et al., 2007) and then apply sub-word seg-
mentation using the BPE strategy (Sennrich et al.,
2016) and the fastbpe implementation.5,6 Word
alignment is carried out using fast align (Dyer
et al., 2013).7

Evaluation data The rare words to filter out are
chosen to be the 100 rarest words in the training
set that appear at least 5 times in the test set and 20
times in the training set, and are manually filtered
down to 96 words to exclude low quality choices
(such as plurals and punctuation). Their frequency
in the unfiltered training set (used by our reference
model) ranges from 20 to 775 occurrences, with a
mean of 313 and a median of 275 occurrences. The
complete word list can be found in Appendix A.
These words appear in 701 of the 3,014 test set
sentences, meaning that the BLEU score is com-
puted on a majority of sentences not containing our
evaluation words, thus giving us a good overview
of how general translation performance is affected.
They appear in only 26,910 of the 8.5M training
sentences,8 meaning that the filtered training set is
almost the same size as the original full training
data. The genuine parallel data contains 40k sen-
tences which were used for context search in the
data augmentation steps.

Evaluation setup Our aim is to evaluate how
well the model adapts (through fine-tuning of the
model) to the gradual addition of reference exam-
ples containing the 96 evaluation words, which
were absent from the initial training data. For each
evaluation word, we randomly choose 20 reference
sentences that contain the word, and for each of the
four approaches, we successively make 1, 2, 3, 5,
10, 15 and 20 reference occurrences of each word
available to the model to learn from, evaluating at
each step. Everything is run as a batch over all 96
words; for instance in an experiment using 3 occur-
rences, fine-tuning is conducted over 288 reference
sentences, with each reference word occurring 3
times.9

Each approach that uses padding and/or augmen-
tation requires choosing a ratio r between the total

5https://github.com/glample/fastBPE
6We reuse the pre-processing scripts available at http:

//data.statmt.org/wmt19_systems/scripts/.
7https://github.com/clab/fast_align
8Both genuine and synthetic parallel training sentences.
9The number of sentences is very slightly lower due to

some sentences containing 2 evaluation words, but this is rare
enough that it does not meaningfully impact our results.

number of fine-tuning sentences and the original
number of reference sentences provided by the jour-
nalist. For a word w, as the number of occurrences
offered to the model grows from 1 to 20, the num-
ber of fine-tuning sentences grows from r to 20r.
This ratio r is calculated as follows:

ntotal = nref + nsynth + nrand (1)

r =
ntotal

nref
, (2)

where nref , nsynth and nrand refer respectively
to the number of reference, synthetic and random
sentences. The chosen ratio is written in brackets
following the name of each approach.

For the augmented experiments we choose
r = 20, meaning that we augment each refer-
ence sentence with 19 synthetic sentences. This
is chosen by manually evaluating the quality
of augmented sentences on examples, as shown
in Appendix B. We run two randompad ex-
periments, randompad(2) (half of sentences
are random), and randompad(20) (same ra-
tio as augmented(20) for comparison). The
half(20) experiment has the same ratio as aug-
mented(20), with each reference sentence ac-
companied by 9 random sentences and 10 synthetic
sentences.10

5.3 Evaluation metrics

We use two evaluation metrics: (i) the BLEU
score (Papineni et al., 2002) computed with the
multi-bleu-detok script from the Moses
toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007) on the entire test set
to evaluate overall MT quality, and (ii) the accu-
racy of the filtered evaluation words to evaluate
how well the approaches learn from the post-edits.
We use a clipped bag-of-words accuracy defined
as follows: if in the target language the reference
sentence contains the word w n times, and the trans-
lated sentence contains it p times, then the accuracy
is min(p,n)

n . This accuracy is computed separately
for each of the evaluation words w, and then aver-
aged to obtain an overall accuracy. The advantage
of this metric is that it also only requires segmen-
tation to be done in the target language, meaning
that once more no prior knowledge or training fur-

10We leave it to future work to explore additional padding
and augmentation ratios. In the half experiments, we ran-
domly select half of the sentences from the synthetic sentences
from augmented: this means in particular that we do not
necessarily keep the best half of the synthetic sentences, leav-
ing room for improvement in future experiments.

https://github.com/glample/fastBPE
http://data.statmt.org/wmt19_systems/scripts/
http://data.statmt.org/wmt19_systems/scripts/
https://github.com/clab/fast_align
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ther than the base model are required for the source
language.

A third evaluation metric, which is very impor-
tant for our scenario but overlooked in previous
work, is the speed at which the model improves
its accuracy. We define this as the number of ref-
erence sentences per novel word it needs to see
in order to substantially improve the accuracy in
translating these words. For a journalist correcting
an MT system’s mistakes, it is important to cor-
rect a given mistake as few times as possible, since
having to correct each mistake beyond a certain
number of times might make it more worthwhile to
simply manually translate the article. The best way
of evaluating this metric is by comparing the evo-
lution of the accuracy curve and the BLEU curve
as a function of the number of seen occurrences, as
presented in the next section in more detail.

We also compare all models to the reference
model all-data, trained on the unfiltered train-
ing set, as in the University of Edinburgh’s WMT19
submission (Bawden et al., 2019). This model
is considered as a topline rather than a baseline
since it does not perform the same task and was
trained with much more data – our baseline being
the finetune approach.

5.4 Hyper-parameter choice

To ensure optimal settings, for each approach
we choose hyper-parameters based on the size of
the fine-tuning corpus. Several hyper-parameter
choices seem relevant, depending on the goal: more
training leads to lower BLEU scores (as overfit-
ting occurs) but higher accuracies on the evaluation
words, exposing a trade-off between BLEU and
translation performance specifically on the evalu-
ation words. This is shown in Appendix D where
we explore different values for the finetune ap-
proach. In our results in the following section, we
use hyper-parameter values that best match the ac-
curacy scores for all approaches, thus simplifying
the trade-off to a direct comparison in BLEU score.

Choosing a single epoch and learning rate value
depends on the end goal: we can focus on accu-
racy at all costs, even if it means decreasing overall
translation performance, or take a more conserva-
tive approach by moderately increasing accuracy
while maintaining BLEU. Another way of seeing
this trade-off is with respect to a time scale over
which adaptation occurs: if the process is to be re-
peated many times, then it may be wise to decrease

BLEU as little as possible, whereas a system that is
often reset or used less often can afford to sacrifice
more BLEU for extra accuracy on novel words. It
is important to note that these results are batched,
so the BLEU losses or gains illustrated correspond
to the learning of 96 words at once.

We present our results with two adaptation
speeds for each approach: a slow (S) and a fast
(F) setting, corresponding to two possible com-
promises in the previously explained trade-off. At
each adaptation speed, for each approach, differ-
ent hyper-parameters are used in order to match
accuracy scores as closely as possible to make their
comparison easier. The table of chosen epoch and
learning rate values can be found in Appendix C.

6 Results

Figures 2 and 3 present the results for the refer-
ence model and all approaches for both slow and
fast adaptation speeds. We immediately notice that
at both adaptation speeds our models are capable
of surpassing the all-data model11 in terms of
accuracy on the new words, despite having seen
fewer than 20 (and as few as 1) reference sentences
containing those words, whereas all-data has
seen each evaluation word over 300 times on aver-
age. Our baseline, the finetunemodel, is shown
to be largely surpassed by all other approaches in
accuracy, both on the slow and fast settings.

With hyper-parameters being chosen to approx-
imately match accuracy curves, the main compar-
ison point is the BLEU score. In Figure 2, we
see that in the slow setting our half approach
is the only one able to improve the BLEU score
while learning the new words, nearly matching
all-data in both BLEU and accuracy at 3 oc-
currences seen. The augmented approach offers
a slightly better accuracy curve than all other mod-
els on this speed, but loses out on BLEU score at
higher occurrence numbers.

It is very important to look at the first points
on the curve: 1-5 occurrences of each evaluation
word is the realistic range to imagine a journalist
making corrections, since a journalist could be-
come frustrated with a model requiring each new
word to be corrected up to 20 times for it to be
correctly translated. In this respect, Figure 3 for
the fast setting offers the best results, with accu-

11Note however that all-data does not constitute a base-
line for our model: it does not perform the same task and has
access to many more reference sentence pairs.
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Figure 2: BLEU and accuracy results of all of our approaches for the slow speed setting
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Figure 3: BLEU and accuracy results of all of our approaches for the fast speed setting

racy immediately surpassing all-data for all
but one model, albeit at a heightened cost to BLEU.
Several models, including our new augmented
and half approaches, see an increase in BLEU at
higher occurrence numbers, suggesting that gener-
alization is occurring as more sentences are learned
with bigger learning steps.

The randompad approaches surprised us in
two ways, especially given half’s success: they
generally perform worse than finetune despite
being designed as improvements over it, and ran-
dompad(20) has poor accuracy scores compared
to all other approaches. To the first point, one possi-
ble explanation is that overfitting might occur with
both the random sentences and the reference sen-
tences when few data is used for fine-tuning (low
seen occurrence numbers). This would explain why
in Figure 3 the BLEU curve for randompad ends
up overtaking the finetune curve once enough
padding data is available to allow generalization.
The second point can be explained by a form of
‘dilution’ of the reference sentences containing the
evaluation words: the model over-adapts to the
sentences provided to it but does not particularly
improve on the evaluation words. We also tried
various hyper-parameters for randompad(20)

but were unable to find a compromise similar to
other models, resulting in this approach standing
out from the others. This might also be partially
explained through variations inherent to the ran-
domness in the selection of the padding sentences.

6.1 Analysis
To gain more insight into which words were trans-
lated well or poorly, we chose to look at our accu-
racy metric for each evaluation word. For the fast
half approach, averaged across all occurrence
numbers, the best words were generally proper
nouns such as Sulawesi (1.00), Isabel (0.98) and
Kohli (0.68). Acronyms such as ATM (1.00), RCN
(0.98) or GB (0.87) also performed very well, and
common nouns or verbs had more varied perfor-
mance: niece (0.00), moustache (0.37) and smart-
phone (0.87). Although the very best words are
generally proper nouns or acronyms and the very
worst generally other parts of speech, no clear pat-
tern or general rule can be ascertained.

One phenomenon initially worrying us the was
over-translation of evaluation words: a model out-
putting evaluation words where they should not
appear would be able to ‘trick’ our bag-of-words
accuracy metric by artificially inflating it to a cer-
tain point. However, we hypothesized and then ver-
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ified that this would be counteracted by a decrease
in BLEU score due to these words appearing in sen-
tences where they should not. This is presented in
Appendix E where we confirm this by demonstrat-
ing a negative correlation between over-translation
and BLEU score.

7 Conclusion

We explored different techniques based on fine-
tuning in order to adapt a base model to post-edits
containing novel vocabulary. We proposed a data
augmentation technique never applied to this task,
allowing us to expand the number of occurrences
of the new words available to our model to learn
from. In our experiments, all proposed adaptation
techniques offer better performance on the novel
words than our reference model, which had seen
the words hundreds of times each. Our data aug-
mentation approaches yield faster adaptation than
our baseline, but with a greatly improved BLEU
score, especially when combined with generaliza-
tion using padding with random training set data.

These various techniques could all be applied
to lifelong adaptation of an MT system often con-
fronted with new vocabulary or expressions. Our
work can be generalized in several directions which
we chose to leave for future work: word trans-
lations can automatically be retrieved with align-
ments, rare multi-word expressions (n-grams) can
be used rather than rare single-token words, the
language model generalization can be used in the
source language or both languages and several
word substitutions can be made in a single sentence.
Several approaches can be deployed to further im-
prove the BLEU score when fine-tuning, such as
regularization techniques as explored by Simianer
et al. (2019), keeping only the best half of syn-
thetic sentences rather than a random half, and a
more careful choice of the ratio of augmented and
random data relative to reference sentences.
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A Filtered words

The complete list of the 96 filtered words in English
is given in Table 4.

B Data augmentation example

This is an actual example of contextual data aug-
mentation from a given sentence. The reference
sentence is, “A powerful 7.5 magnitude earthquake
hit the Indonesian island of Sulawesi on Friday,
September 29, triggering a tsunami and leaving
nearly 400 people dead.”, with the novel word be-
ing Sulawesi. The top five sentences matching the
context of Sulawesi above are as follows:

1. This labour shortage prompted the authorities
to import slaves from Indonesia and Mada-
gascar.

2. Many of them have settled down in Ahmed-
abad, Vadodara, Mumbai, Kolkota, Delhi,
Nagpur and far away places like Java, Ran-
goon, Singapore, Fiji, Eden, Kenya, Uganda,
America etc and established their business in
these places.

3. The rice lands of Java are among the richest
in the world.

4. Rising ocean temperatures and ocean acidifi-
cation means that the capacity of the ocean
carbon sink will gradually get weaker, giv-
ing rise to global concerns expressed in the
Monaco and Manado Declarations.

5. Lara’s first school was St. Joseph’s Roman
Catholic primary.

These sentences generally capture the idea that
the word refers to an island, except for the last one
which might be an outlier. The fourth sentence
is remarkable in the fact that Monaco is not an
island, but the context of rising ocean temperatures
and ocean acidification as well as the mention of
Manado alongside (the capital of North Sulawesi)
make the sentence relevant here. This highlights
the importance of context besides the actual words’
meanings.

C Learning rate and epochs

Table 5 gives the epoch numbers and learning rates
we chose for our presented examples. The aug-
mented and half experiments both have lower
learning rates because they fine-tune on more data,
and thus go through more gradient steps.

D Preliminary survey of
hyper-parameters

We tried different hyper-parameter combinations
for the finetune approach to explore the depen-
dency of accuracy and BLEU score to these. Fig-
ure 6 shows these curves labeled by ‘number of
epochs / learning rate’.

We noticed a clear trade-off between BLEU
score and accuracy as the parameters evolved, with
more training leading to bigger gains in accuracy
at a cost to BLEU. Higher parameters saw dimin-
ishing returns as accuracy would improve little or
not at all while BLEU kept decreasing, as can be
seen for the two first curves. Lower parameters
also showed diminishing returns in BLEU score as
accuracy dramatically drops.

E Over-translation

Table 7 shows the over-translation metric for differ-
ent approaches. Over-translation is defined as the
number of times each word appears in sentences
in excess of the reference sentence, divided by the
number of times it appears in the reference. This
metric is computed similarly to the accuracy metric
as explained in Section 5.3, i.e. per word over all
sentences and then averaged over all words.

For reference, the all-data model gets an
over-translation metric of 0.04 and the base model
(the one referred to as 0 occurrences in figures)
scores 0.01.

While some approaches have seemingly high
over-translation values, the most competitive ap-
proaches do not see such a high increase in over-
translation. For instance, the over-translation met-
ric of 0.25 for half(20) (F) means that an over-
translated word would appear for every four refer-
ence occurrences of our evaluation words, which
means that it would over-translate only in about
one in seventeen sentences in the test set (given that
reference words only appear in 23% of test set sen-
tences). The half approach has very good BLEU
scores, which is aligned with the fact that it has
some of the best over-translation scores amongst
the presented approaches.

Moreover, Figure 8 shows for all of these data
points the evolution of BLEU score with over-
translation: there is a clear linear correlation, im-
plying that BLEU captures over-translation by our
approaches very well.
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2018 ATM Ahmedabad Ambani Amul Anand Ayr
BJP Bachchan Becker Bedford Chequers Constantinople Conway
DM Dinesh Dragons Fidelity Fleetwood GB GST
Gadkari Giga HDFC Hastings Isabel Jammu Kapoor
Kavanaugh Keyser Kohli Lavrov Lina Lucknow MLA
Manish Mayorga Meng Modi Molinari Mukesh Musk
Márquez Nana Narendra Nifty Oldham Palu Patriarch
Patriarchate Prithvi Pune RCN RTI Rajkot Rupani
Rupee Sachin Salman Scalia Seeley Sensex Shetty
Shilpa Spiegel Sulawesi Surat Sushma Tendulkar Tesla
Tiwari Twitter Vadodara Virat Vyas Watts app
apps cleanliness crores cylinders dough fortress ghee
inaugurate intoxicated lakhs litre mentioning moustache niece
refrigerators sacrificed slab smartphone strawberries

Figure 4: Filtered words from the corpus

finetune randompad(2) randompad(20) augmented half

Slow (S) Epochs 10 10 10 10 10
Learning rate 4× 10−5 4× 10−5 1× 10−5 4× 10−6 4× 10−6

Fast (F) Epochs 30 30 30 10 10
Learning rate 1× 10−4 1× 10−4 4× 10−5 4× 10−5 4× 10−5

Figure 5: The chosen learning rate and epoch values in our experiments
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Figure 6: Evolution of the finetune approach’s performance labeled by epochs / learning rate

Seen reference occurrences 1 2 3 5 10 15 20
finetune (S) 0.02 0.05 0.08 0.14 0.24 0.24 0.3
finetune (F) 0.16 0.33 0.5 0.59 0.85 0.82 0.78

randompad(2) (S) 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.13 0.23 0.23 0.25
randompad(2) (F) 0.17 0.33 0.48 0.48 0.55 0.6 0.52

augmented(20) (S) 0.06 0.1 0.12 0.19 0.26 0.29 0.32
augmented(20) (F) 0.32 0.4 0.47 0.57 0.68 0.73 0.76

half(20) (S) 0.03 0.07 0.08 0.1 0.15 0.15 0.17
half(20) (F) 0.15 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.26 0.28 0.25

Figure 7: The over-translation score of various approaches
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Figure 8: BLEU score as a function of over-translation score


